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Coordinated Entry and Racial Equity in King County 
Speakers: 

• Joanna Bomba Grebb, Project/Program Manager, Coordinated Entry for All, King County 

Department of Community and Human Services  

• Alex Ebrahimi, Program Supervisor, Coordinated Entry for All,  King County Department of 

Community and Human Services  

• Danielle Winslow, Program Manager, All Home, King County Department of Community and 

Human Services 

 

Context from King County 

• In King County, there are parallel processes for adults and young adults experiencing 

homelessness. The county noticed that younger, white males were placed into housing 

before other groups. Because of this data, the county began to hone in on racial disparities 

in their coordinated entry data.  

• Decided that the process needed to be community-driven for the improvements and 

analyzation of the process. The qualitative data matters just as much as the quantitative 

data.  

o Examined prioritization, referrals, and retention data in order to identify where 

disparities exist.  

o The community-driven process had three work groups: 

▪ Access and engagement with coordinated entry: They created a working 

group to look at the data and to discern who is being missed in the system 

and/or who isn’t able to access it. 

▪ Prioritization working group 

▪ Housing Provider Forum: As people are prioritized and referred to housing, 

what are the road blocks there for communities of color in particular? 

• Found that housing resources were not being accessed by communities of colors and by 

folks most impacted. The data pointed to this being due to the VI-SPDAT, which wasn’t 

accurately capturing people’s vulnerability. 

• CoC board and governance committee decided they needed to bring in someone who 

could bring in someone who could design the tool with a racial equity focus. Funding for 

this project has been a challenge to access in part because VI-SPDAT is a free tool and there 

isn’t budgeting for a new tool. 

o They are now making progress by reaching out to local foundations.  

o They want to ensure they aren’t inflicting harm by cutting corners. 

o In the interim, they’ve created a process to help identify the most vulnerable 

members of the community who are experiencing homelessness.  
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Discussion 

• Is there a budget for the project? 

o Performance, measurement and evaluation division has helped make a budget. For 

all populations, the estimate of consultants (not including changes to HMIS or staff 

training) is $250,000-400,000.  

o They did a thorough landscape analysis to see if a tool like this exists already in the 

country in homelessness services. They haven’t found anything and they want to 

ensure they are being careful in how its designed so other communities might be 

able to use it as a guide 

• What role did HUD play (if any) as you started evaluating your CE process and specific tools? 

o HUD has not been involved. They are close to their USICH representative, so they 

have involved them in the conversation. 

o They did have some conversation with SNAP folks at HUD to ask them to address 

and think about vulnerability within homelessness especially from a racial equity 

lens. Staff people have been interested in having folks look at these disparities, but 

with the current administration, they can’t do formal FAQs.  

• Have you talked to OrgCode about this? Has they been part of the conversations? 

o They have connected with OrgCode a few times. Last fall, there was a lot of feedback 

about the tool and racial disparities, which Iain addressed in a blog post.  

o In an initial conversation, King County was hopeful because other communities had 

expressed similar concerns. They discussed becoming a testing community for the 

next version of the tool. When they took this to King County, both people with lived 

experience and people working in coordinated entry, they voted not to use this tool.  

• How can we develop a consistent tool across the country so that each community isn't 

creating their own tool that may be different from other communities? Also, does King 

County know who they want to work with in terms of tool development/equity consultants? 

o They have an access and engagement space to talk to folks with developmental 

disabilities, Native populations, Black community, the immigrant/refugee population 

and the LGBTQ population, to understand what the barriers are that keep them 

from completing triage tools. They want to adopt the value that the population 

providing services can reflect the populations experiencing homelessness. They 

want to continue to encourage, train and provide technical assistance for this in 

hiring. How are we creating opportunities in the service provider realm to reflect the 

population better?  

• Do you see any value in using a common tool with the rest of the country? What are the 

trade-offs of the local tool vs national? What would your advice to funders be? 

o Foundationally, even if the tool got incrementally better, the tool doesn’t consider 

vulnerability through racial and social justice lenses. The way the questions are 

framed and giving the information are self-incriminating to get the things they need. 

People also don’t trust the tool and how the information collected would be used.  

o Of course, the consistent tool would be great across the nation, but the history of 

discrimination, red-lining and racism needs to be incapsulated in that tool.  

o For the VI-SPDAT to include that history of racism and inequity, it would take a long 

time. Community members see the creation of a new tool being a quicker road to a 

tool that includes the right questions. 


